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Absrnct-This paper propow overtlow ~ootrol scheme to support High- 
Speed Downlink Poeker Accers (HSDPA) mechanism in the Univusol Mobile 
Alecommunicarion System (UMTS). To access the UMTS services, I U%? 
Equip”  (UE) rommuniestes with PU CDUS (bese station,) in an active set. 
However, multiple link9 between the UE and the cells in the active set may 
reduce the transmission speed due to interference. PGPP specification TR 
25.950 pmposes HSDPA. In HSDPA, the UE only 8eIech one cell (referred to 
~theservingrrll) intheactlvesetfor high-spoeddownlinktrsnrmisaion. In 
this meehanim,the radio aehvorkcontroller spndrthe packet frames to tht 
e e b  in the ~ c t i v o  set. For the rervlng cell. the packet framer sm forwarded 
t o  the UE. On the other hand, every non-serving cell in the active let qoeors 
the packet frames in a buffer. If the link quality between the serving cell 
m d  the UE degrades below some threshold, the UE ieleth the best cell in 
the nrtive set 8s the new rewing roll. Sinee the non-serving cells do not 
send packet f ” e $  to the UE, their butlers may overtlaw. In this paper, 
we propax tht a c m e  to address the buffer evertlow issue. Our rehems 
gmranteps thst when the buffer ef P oun-ier~lng cell Is loll, the previoesly 
rceeived packet frames In the bumer ern be safely dropped, and dtrr the 
UE has switched wireless link to the new sewing cell, no packet frames are 
1031. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) [6] is a 
third generation system proposed by the 3rd Generation Partner- 
ship Project (3GPP), which is designed to support higher data 
transmission rate for mobile users, and to provide streaming, 
interactive and background services with better quality of ser- 
vices. UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) con- 
sists of Node Bs and Radio Network Controllers (RNCs). To 
access the UMTS services, a User Equipment (UE) communi- 
cates with cells (Node Bs) in an active set through the air inter- 
face Uu [I]. If the quality of the wireless link between the UE 
and a cell is above some threshold, then this cell is included in 
the active set. When the quality of the wireless link of a cell in 
active set is below the threshold, then the cell is removed from 
the active set. At most three cells are allowed to be in the ac- 
tive set. In standard UTRAN [SI, multiple paths exist between 
the UE and all Node Bs in the active set. This mechanism does 
not support high-speed downlink transmission because multiple 
links for an UE may increase the overall interference within an 
UTRAN, and thus the data transmission rate decreases. 

3GPP TR 25.950 [4] proposes an approach to support High- 
Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) [4], [2], 131, where an 
UE only communicates with one cell (called the serving cell) 
in the active set. This “serving cell” is selected by the Fast 
Cell Selection mechanism [3] based on the Common Pilot Chan- 
nel Received Signal Code Power measurements of the cells in 
the active set. Two physical channels, High Speed Physicar 
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Fig. I. The nenvork architsNie of HSDPA 

Downlink Shared Channel (HS-PDSCH) and Dedicated Phys- 
ical Control Chonnel (DPCCH) are used for downlink packet 
frame transmission and uplinkldownlink signaling, respectively. 
While multiple cells may be members of the active set, only 
one of them transmits at any time in the HSDPA mode. There- 
fore the interference within a cell is potentially decreased, and 
the system capacity is increased. Bit rate performance analysis 
of the downlink transmission for HSDPA is out of the scope of 
this paper, and will be treated in a separate report. Figure I il- 
lustrates the network architecture of HSDPA with the active set 
{Cel l l ,Cel l z ,  Cel ls}  and the sewing cell Celll. In HSDPA, 
the RNC sends the packet frames to all cells in the active set. For 
the serving cell, the packet frames are forwarded to the UE. For 
each non-serving cell, the packet frames are queued in a buffer. 
The Stop-And- Wait Hybrid ARQ (SAW-Hybrid ARQ) [7] algo- 
rithm is exercised between the UE and the serving cell for flow 
control of the wireless link. If the link quality for high-speed 
downlink transmission degrades below some threshold, the UE 
selects the best cell in the active set as the serving cell. Then 
the next packet frames are transmitted from the new serving cell 
to the UE. In HSDPA, the buffer in a non-serving cell may be 
full, and a mechanism is required to avoid buffer overtlow at that 
non-serving cell. Furthermore, when the UE switches to a new 
sewing cell for downlink packet access, the new serving cell 
should be informed the status of the buffer (i.e., the number of 
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N ~ ~ ,  ROC, under packet frames received by the UE) in the old serving cell. This 
action is referred to as framesynchronization 141. Since the non- 
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serving cells do not send packet frames to the UE, their buffers 
may overflow. The buffer overflow issue is not addressed in 
3GPP TR 25.950. In this paper, we propose a overflow control 
scheme Basic OverJlow Control (BOFC), and prove the correct- 
ness of the scheme. In BOFC, the information needed for frame 
synchronization is carried by the uplink DPCCHs. Our scheme 
guarantees that when the buffer of a non-serving cell is full, the 

Case 0FCI.I.  If CSRNC mod w # 0, the packet frames of 
the current window are not transmined completely, and the 
RNC continues to send the next packet frame to Cell;. 

Case OFCI.2. If CSRNC mod w = 0, the RNC has trans- 
mitted all packet frames in the current window. The RNC 
suspends the packet frame transmission until an ACK mes- 
sage is received from the serving cell. 

previously received packets in the buffer can be safely dropped, 
and when the UE switches wireless link to the new serving cell, 
no packet frames are lost. 

II. THE BASIC OVERFLOW CONTROL (BOFC) SCHEME 

This section presents the Basic Overflow Control (BOFC) 
scheme. We first describe the flow control algorithms exer- 
cised during downlink transmission. These algorithms are exe- 
cuted by the RNC (i.e., OFCI), the serving cell (i.e., OFC2 and 
OFC3), and the non-serving cell (i.e., OFC4). Then we describe 
the Basic Frame Synchmnizarion (BFS) algorithm that involves 
the UE, the old serving cell, and the new serving cell. 

A. The OverJlow Control (OFC) Algorithms 

To exercise HSDPA, every cell Celli in the active set maintains 
a buffer of size N;,"= for each downlink transmission. Let Ki 
be the number of packet frames currently stored in the buffer 
of the cell Cell; in the active set. The UE maintains a counter 
C R ~ E  to indicate the number of received packet frames. When 
the UE switches the wireless link from the old serving cell to the 
new serving cell, the CRvE value is sent to the new serving cell 
for frame synchronization. At Cell,, two counters are main- 
tained. The C& counter counts the number of packet frames 
received from the RNC. The CS, counter counts the number of 
packet frames that have been processed by Cell,. If Cell, is a 
serving cell, then CS, is the number of packet frames that have 
been received by the UE. If Celli is a non-serving cell, then 
CSi is the number of packet frames deleted from the buffer. A 
counter CSRNC is maintained by the RNC to record the number 
of packet frames that have been received by the serving cell. To 
initiate HSDPA, the UE selects the serving cell based on the fast 
cell selection criteria as described in the previous section, and 
CRUE,CSRNC, CR;,CS;, and K i  values are initially set to 
zero. In UTRAN, the ATM AALZ is adopted for links between 
the cells and the RNC [ 5 ] .  These links are considered reliable, 
and v'e assume that no packet frame is lost during transmission. 
If the rare events of packet frame loss do occur, these lost packet 
frames can be recovered by higher level protocols, which is out 
of the scope of this paper.' A window-based flow control algo- 
rithm OFCI with window size w is used for downlink transmis- 
sion from the RNC to the serving cell. AAer the RNC has sent 
all packet frames of the current window, it must wait for an ACK 
message from the serving cell before it can proceed to send the 
packet frames in the next window. 

Algorirhm OFCI (exercised by the RNC) 
The RNC sends a packet frame to every cell Cell, in the 

active set, and increments CSRNC by one. Two cases are 
considered for flow control. 

Upon receipt of a packet frame, the serving cell Cell, exe- 
cutes Algorithm OFC2 for flow control between the RNC and 
Cell,. Two parameters Fs and WI,  are used in this algorithm. 
The overflowflag F, indicates if the buffer of Cell. overflows 
(where F, = 1 indicates buffer overflow). Parameter WI,  in- 
dicates the number of packet frames received by Cell. for the 
current window. Without loss of generality, we assume that the 
buffer size of the serving cell Cell, is N8,maz > w. 

Algorithm OFC2 (exercised by the serving cell): This algo- 
rithm performs flow control between the sewing cell and 
the RNC. 

Step OFC2.I. When a packet frame arrives, Cell, incre- 
ments the number of packet frames received from the RNC, 
i.e., 

CR, t CR, + 1 (1) 

The number of packet frames in the buffer of Cell, is set 
to 

K, t CR, - CS, (2) 

and the number ofreceived packet frames within a window 
is set to 

W I ,  - CR, mod w 

Step OFC2.2. Cell, checks W I ,  and K ,  values to determine 
if it will receive the next packet frames from the RNC. 
There are three cases: 
CaseOFC2.2.I. If Cell, has not received all packet 

frames in the current window (i.e., WI,  # 0), it con- 
tinues to receive the next packet frame. 

Case OFC2.2.2. All packet frames in the current window 
have been received (i.e., W I ,  = 0), and there is enough 
space to accommodate the packet frames of the next win- 
dow (i.e., K, 5 N,,,,, - U). In this case, it is safe for 
the RNC to transmit the packet frames in the next win- 
dow. Cell, replies the RNC an ACK message, and the 
RNC will be triggered to send the packet frames in the 
next window. 

Case OFC2.2.3. All packet frames in the current window 
have been received (i.e., W I ,  = 0), and Cell, does not 
have enough space to accommodate the next w packet 
frames (i.e., K,  > Na,"== - w ) .  Cell, sets the overflow 
flag F, + 1, and no ACK message is sent to the RNC. 

Algorithm OFC3 is exercised between the UE and Cell,. Since 
the wireless link is not reliable, Stop-And-Wait Hybrid ARQ 
(SAW-Hybrid ARQ) [7]  is used in OFC3 for flow control. 
In SAW-Hybrid ARQ, Cell, sends a packet frame to the UE 
through the HS-PDSCH channel in the radio interface. The UE 
replies an ACK or a NACK to CellJhrough uplink DPCCH, 
which indicates whether the packet frame is correctly received, 
Details of Algorithm CFC3 are given below. 
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Algorithm OFC3 (between the serving cell Cell, and the 

When the UE receives a packet, it replies the status oftrans- 
mission to Cell,. There are two cases: 

Case OFC3.1. If the UE receives an incorrect packet frame 
from Cell,, it replies a NACK message to Cell,. Cell, 
retransmits the packet frame to the UE. 

Case OFC3.2. If the UE receives a correct packet frame from 
Cell., it sets 

UE) 

CRUE +- CRUE + 1 (3) 

and replies Cell, an ACK message. Then Cell, deletes 
the last transmitted packet frame from the buffer, and the 
following counters are updated: 

cs, +c s,+1 (4) 
K ,  -C R,-CS, ( 5 )  

Cell, checks F, and K, to determine if an ACK message 
should be sent to the RNC. One of the following three cases 

CoseOFC3.2.1. After all packet frames of the previous 
window have been received by Cell,, no ACK message 
has been sent to the RNC (i.e., F, = l), and after the 
counters CS, and K ,  have been updated in (4) and (5 ) ,  
Cell, is allowed to receive the packet frames in the next 
window (i.e., K. 5 N,,,, - w). Cell, sends an ACK 
message to the RNC, and sets Fa+ 0. When the RNC 
receives the ACK message, it resumes to send the packet 
frames of the next window (see Algorithm OFCI). 

Case OFC3.2.2. Like Case OFC3.2.1, F, = 1, but Cell, 
is not allowed to receive the packet frames in the next 
window (i.e., K,  > Na,,ns - w). In this case, Cell, 
need not take any action. 

Case OFC3.2.3. An ACK message has been sent to the 
RNC when all packet frames of the previous window 
were received by Cell, (i.e., F, = 0). No action is taken 
by Cell,. 

Cell, continues to transmit the next packet frame to the 
UE. 

occurs: 

From (3) in Case OFC3.1 and (4) in Case OFC3.2. it is clear that 
the following relationship holds 

CRUE = CS, (6) 

From Cases OFC2.2.2 and OFC3.2.1, an ACK message is sent 
io the RNC when K ,  5 N,,, - w. 

For a non-serving cell Cell; (where i # s), when a packet frame 
is received from the RNC, Algorithm OFC4 is performed to 
avoid buffer overilow. The buffer size of Cell; is N;,,,,. In 
Section 111, we show that the relationship 

Ns,mos 5 N;.ma= - w (7) 

must hold, or packet frames may be lost at frame synchroniza- 
tion. Without loss of generality, we set that 

N,,,,, = N;,,,, - w (8) 

A/gorithm OFC4 (exercised by a non-serving cell Cell;) 
Step OFC4.1. When Cell, receives a packet frame from the 

RNC, it sets K; + CR;- CS;. 
Sfep OFC4.2. If K; = (i.e., the buffer is full), Celli 

deletes a packet frame at the head of the buffer, and incre- 
ments CS; by one. This step guarantees that the K; value 
is no larger than N;.,,,. 

Sfep OFC4.3. Cell; adds the received packet frame at tbe tail 
of the buffer, and increments CR; by one. 

The above algorithm (specifically, Step OFC4.2) guarantees that 

0 5 K; 5 N;,maz (9) 

B. The Basic Frame Synchroniznlion (BFS) Algorithm 

If the link quality between Cell, and the UE degrades below 
some threshold, the UE selects another cell in the active set as 
the new serving cell based on the fast cell selection criteria de- 
scribed in the previous section. Let the old serving cell and the 
new serving cell have cell identities o and n, respectively. To 
switch the high-speed downlink packet frame transmission link 
from the old serving cell Cell, to the new serving cell Cell,, 
Algorithm BFS is executed among the UE, Cell, and Cell, for 
frame synchronization. Then Cell, becomes the serving cell by 
executing OFC2 and OFC3. In BFS, N,,,, = CRUE - CS,, 
denotes the number of packet frames that have already received 
by the UE but have not been removed from Cell,. These packet 
frames should be deleted by Cell, in the frame synchronization 
procedure. Figure 2 illustrates the message flow for Algorithm 
BFS, and the details are described as follows. 

AIgorithm BFS (The UE switches the wireless link from the 
old serving cell Cell, to the new serving cell Cell,) 

SrepBFSI. When the UE detects that the quality of the 
wireless link to Cell, degrades below a threshold, it se- 
lects another cell Cell, in the active set as the new 
serving cell, and sends a Change.Serving.CelLRequest 
message to Cell, through uplink DPCCH. The UE 
starts the TBFS, timer, and expects to receive a 
Change.Serving.Cell.Response message from Cell, 
before TBFSL expires. 

Slep BFS2. When Cell, 
receives the ChangeSeNing~CellLRequest message, it 
stops high-speed downlink packet frame transmission, and 
replies the Change.Serving.Cell.Response message to 
the UE. Cell, sets + No,,az + w (so that (8) 
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holds). At this point, Cell. becomes a non-serving cell, 
which executes Algorithm OFC4 to process the next packet 
frames received from the RNC. 

ChangeServing-CelLResponse message, the UE stops 
the TBFSI timer. Then through uplink DPCCH, the UE 
sends a ServingCellActivation message to Cell, (where 

Lemma I: Suppose 
that when Cell, receives the Change.SeNing.Cell.Request 
message in Algorithm BFS (i.e., UE starts to switch the wire- 

Step BFS3. Upon receipt of the less link from Cell, to Cell,), Cell, has delivered CS, packet 
frames to the UE, and no packet frames have been dropped by 
Cell,. Then Algorithm BFS guarantees that (12) holds; that is 
N,,,, = CS, - CS, 2 0. 

CRUE and the cell identity n are speiified in this mes- 
sage). The UE starts the T B F S ~  timer, and expects to 
receive ServingSellActivation-Response from Cell, 
before T B F S ~  expires. 

Step BFS4. Upon receipt of the ServingCellActivation 
message, Cell, becomes the serving cell for the WE by 
executing Steps BFSS-BFS7 (these steps are for frame syn- 
chronization). 

Step BFSS. Cell, sets K, + CR, - CS,, and NSy,, t 
CRUE - CS,,. 

Step BFSd If Nay,, 5 K,, Cell,del etes N.,,,. packet 
frames in the front of the buffer for the UE. Otherwise 
(Nay,,< > K"), Cell, deletes K,  packet frames in the 
buffer, and deletes the next N,,,, - K, packet frames re- 
ceived from the RNC. Cell, sets CS, - CS, + Nsync. 
and sets Nn,,o= + N,,,,, - w (so that (8) holds). Then 
it executes Algorithm OFC2 to process the next packet 
frames received from the RNC. 

Step BFS7. Through downlink DPCCH, Cell, assigns 
an HS-PDSCH to the UE hy sending the S e N -  
ing.CellActivation.Response message. After the UE 
has received this message, it stops the TBFSZ timer. Cell, 
starts to transmit packet frames to the UE by executing AI- 
gorithm OFC3. 

111. CORRECTNESS PROOF FOR FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION 
IN BOFC 

In this section, we prove that the BOFC scheme functions cor- 
rectly. In BOFC, if Nay,, < 0 when Step BFSS is executed, 
then it implies that a non-serving cell Cell;(wh icb becomes the 
serving cell later) has dropped packet frames in its buffer, and 
these dropped packet frames have not been received by the WE. 
If so, the dropped packet frames are lost when the UE switches 
the wireless link to Cell;. In this section, we prove that in 
BOFC, NsYnc 2 0 (i.e., no packet frame is lost). Let Cell, 
and Cell, be the old and new serving cells in Algorithm BOFC. 
From Step BFSS, the following relationship holds. 

Nsyne = CRUE - CS, 

N,,,, = CS, - CS, 

(10) 

From (6), (IO) is written as 

(11) 

Thus to show that no packet frames are lost (i.e., N,,,, 2 0), it 
suffices to prove that 

CS, - CS, 2 0 (12) 

Depending on whether Cell, has dropped packet frames before 
frame synchronization, we show that the inequality (12) holds 
in two cases (see Lemma I and Lemma 2). 

Proof: Suppose that when 
Cell, receives the ChangeServingXell-Request message in 
Algorithm BFS, Cell, has not dropped any packet frame; that 
is, CS, = 0. Since the UE may have received packet frames 
from Cell. before it switches to Cell,, it is clear that CS, 2 .O, 
and CS, - CS, 2 0 (i.e., (12) holds). 

I 
If Cell, has dropped packet frames before frame synchroniza- 
tion, we show in Lemma 2 that the inequality (12) holds if Cell, 
always maintains a free buffer space of size w. 

Len" 2: In Algorithm BFS, suppose that Cell, has dropped 

receives the Change.Serving-CellRequest message. Then 
N,,,, = CS, - CS, 2 0 if No,,,, 5 N,.,,, - w (i.e., (7) 
holds). 

Proof: Suppose 
that when Cell, receives the ChangeServing.Cell.Request 
message in Algorithm BFS, the Rh'C has transmitted C S ~ N C  
packet frames to the cells in the active set, and CR, and CR, 
packet frames have been received by Cell, and Cell,, respec- 
tively. Let Kobe the number of packet frames queued in the 
buffer of Cell,. 

Since Cell, has dropped packet frames before it becomes the 
serving cell (i.e., CS,, > 0), from Step OFC4.2, we know that 
the number of packet frames received by Cell, is larger than 
N,,,,,, and Cell, has dropped CR, - N,,,,, packet frames. 
That is 

packet frames before Cell, 

CSn = CRn - Nn,mo= 

CS, = CR, - KO 

(13) 

(14) 

From (2) and (5),  we have 

Substrate (13) from (14), we obtain 

CS, - CS, = (CR, - KO) - (CR, - Nn,,-*) 

01 

CS,, - CS, = CR, - CR, + N,,,,,, - K O  (15) 
- 

From (7), we have 0 5 KO< No,,a2 5 Nn,moz - w, (15) is 
re-written as 

CSo - CSn 2 CRo - CRn + Nn,mez - (Nn,,,.m - W )  

or 

CS. - CS, 2 (CR, + W )  - CR, (16) 
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Since the number of the packet frames received by Cell, is no 
larger than the number of packet frames sent by the RNC, we 
bave tbat 

Furthermore, if the transmission speed from the RNC to Cell, 
is much faster than that from Cell, to the UE, then it is possible 

Because the flow control with window size w is executed be- 
tween Cell, and the RNC (see Steps OFCl.l and BOFZ.l), the 
C R,  value is bounded by 

By applying (22) and (21) into 
equations 

we obtain the 

CSRNC - w 5 CR, or C S R ~ c  5 CR. + w (18) CS, - CS, = CR, - CR, + N,,,,,az - KO 
=. CR. - (CRo t W )  -t Nn,,.,*= From (17) and (IS),  we have - (N","UZ - w + i) 

cn, t w z csRNC 2 CR, = - i < 0  

and i packet frames have been lost after frame synchronization. which implies 

(CR,+ W )  - C R ,  2 0 (19) I 
Applying (19) into the right hand side of (16), we obtain the 
following inequality IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper described overflow control scheme to support UMTS 
HSDPA mechanism specified in 3GPP TR 25.950. We first in- I troduced the HSDPA, and then discussed the buffer overflow 
issue not addressed in 3GPP TR 25.950. To resolve this issue, Theorem I: Suppose that 

Cell. receives the ChangeServingCeiLRequest message in we Proposed the Overflow control In the 
~ l ~ ~ r i t h ~  BFS, Cell, has delivered CS, packet frames to the lnfotmion needed for frame syncbonktion is c h e d  by the 
UE, and cs,, packet frames have been dropped by celln. nen DPCCHs. This Paper described the procedures required 
(12) (i.e., NSv,, = CS, - CS, 2 0) always holds. for overflow control and h e  synchronization for HSDPA. Our 

scheme guarantee that when the buffer of a non-sewing cell is 
Proof: If Cell, has not dropped any packet frames before frame full, the previously received packet frames in the buffer can be 
synchronization, then Lemma 1 shows that (12) holds. safely dropped, and after the UE bas switched wireless link to 

the new serving cell, no packet frames are lost. We also provided 
the correch~ss proof for the proposed scheme. 

If Cell, has dropped any packet frames before frame synchro- 
nization, Lemma 2 shows that (12) holds if (7) holds. Since 
Steps OFC2.2 and 3.2 guarantee that (7) holds, C S ,  - C S ,  2 0 
always holds. REFERENCES 
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Lemma 3: If No,,,, > A',,,,, - w during downlink packet 
frame aansmission, then (12) may not hold; cs, - cs, < 
0. 

.Proof: Suppose that Cell, maintains a buffer of size No,,,, = 
N,,,,,, - w + i where 1 5 i. Consider the scenario that the 
transmission speed from the RNC to Cell, is much faster than 
that to Cell,. In this case, all packet frames in the current win- 
dow sent by the RNC have been received by Cell,, but none of 
them was received by Cell., i.e., 

CR, = CSRNC = CR, t w (21) 
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